
Discover New Dimensions
with Curve Monitors for Professional, Gaming & Entertainment



We are a global visual solution expert

Founded in 1987, ViewSonic’s mission is to be the preferred global 
brand of visual solutions as we continue to focus on display-centric 
products including monitors, projectors, commercial displays, 
and cloud computing solutions. ViewSonic continues to pioneer 
in visual technology innovation to build a connected and ever-
reaching digital future.

Our mission statement

“To be the preferred global brand of visual solution products, 
Viewsonic is dedicated to meeting the needs of our customers, 
generating profitable growth through efficient operations and 
delivering value to our shareholders.”

Why CURVED monitor?

-          Immersion Before Your Very Eyes
-          Larger Perceived Field of View
-          Images Are No Longer Distorted
-          Eye Comfort
-          Design aesthetic

WHAT DOES THE "R" MEAN ON CURVED MONITORS? (1800R, 3000R etc...)

The R stands for how many mm the radius would be if the monitor formed a circle so a higher number would 
mean that it is less curve and the lower the number would mean that it is more curved. 
So if you have a rating of 3000R and were to create a circle, it would make a radius of 3,000 millimeters (3 
meters), the maximum recommended distance for optimum viewing experience.



Peak Detail With HDR
The XG3240C supports high dynamic range content. HDR10 
brings out the maximum information possible from both 
the brighter and darker parts of a scene for richer color and 
improved viewing.

144Hz Refresh Rate
With a swift 144Hz refresh rate, the monitor delivers 
greater visual fluidity and awesome graphics no matter 
how quickly the in-game action unfolds. Say goodbye to 
annoying tracers and motion blur, and up your A-game 
with the smoothest visuals possible.

Visual Fluidity With Amd Freesync
Equipped with AMD FreeSync technology, ViewSonic 
gaming monitors seamlessly synchronize the frame rate 
output between your graphics card and monitor with a 
FreeSync range of 48 - 144Hz, effectively eliminating image 
tearing, stuttering and jerkiness for smooth gameplay.

Striking And Functional
The XG3240C offers height adjustment, tilt and pivot 
functionality. In addition, the improved design features a 
reduced footprint, so keyboards can be positioned over 
and around it, and the base/neck can move independently 
of each other.

Gaming
Curve for

Gaming Monitor -
XG3240C / VX2458-C-mhd / VX2758-C-mh
/ VX3258-2KC-mhd

*Features and design may vary by model



Professional

Sweeping Visuals
With a 38” WQHD+ 3840 x 1600 resolution panel, VP3881 
takes stunning detail and extends it horizontally.21:9 is the 
standard aspect ratio for cinematic video, meaning that 
videos can be played in full screen, free from letterboxing.

ViewSplit Multitasking
ViewSonic’s exclusive ViewSplit software makes multitasking 
more effective by efficiently organizing multiple projects 
into easily manageable segments; a major benefit for users 
who are used to using a dual monitor setup by offering 
extra real estate on a single screen for streamlined project 
management.Please visit viewsonic.com to download and 
install ViewSplit software.

Flawless Colour Reproduction
With 100% sRGB and Delta E<2 colour accuracy, VP3881 
delivers stunningly accurate colour reproduction that is 
nearly indistinguishable from real life colour for consistently 
brilliant photos every time.

Factory Pre-calibrated &
Support Hardware Calibration
Co-developed with colour management experts X-rite, 
ViewSonic’s Colorbration Kit offers hardware calibration* 
functionality that helps align graphics card and monitor 
scalar to ensure long-term consistency and accuracy of 
colour output on VP3881.*Hardware calibration function 
works with CS-XRi1, X-rite I1 Display pro and X-rite I1 pro2 
calibrator. Calibrator is not included in the package.

Curve for

Colour Professional Monitor -
VP3881

*Percentages have been rounded to the nearest integer and calculated by using the specifications as provided by the panel makers



The Optimal Viewing Conditions
ViewSonic’s exclusive ViewMode offers specialized presets 
to fit different usage scenarios including “Game”, “Movie”, 
“Web”, “Text”, “Mac”,and “Mono” modes. These presets 
enhance gamma curve, color temperature, contrast, and 
brightness to deliver the optimal viewing characteristics for 
each application.

Premium Design With Seamless Viewing
The monitors’ slim profile, and attractive arc-shaped stand 
make it an outstanding addition to any tastefully decorated 
modern space. In addition, the monitor is equipped with a 
3-sided frameless bezel that gives users a clean look and a 
seamless flow when used in a multi-monitor setup.

See more details with SuperClear® technology
With SuperClear® Image Enhancement Technology, the 
monitor  extends wide-viewing angles up to 178/178 
degrees and allows you to enjoy accurate and vivid colours 
with consistent levels of brightness from all angles when 
viewing the screen and ultimately enjoy a clearer and more 
comfortable viewing experience.

Immersive Audio
Designed with dual integrate speakers, the monitor accents 
its incredible screen performance with immersive stereo 
sound for a complete multimedia experience.

Entertainment
Curve for

Entertainment Monitor -
VX3216-scmh / VX3217-2KC-mhd / VX3515-C-hd

*Features and design may vary by model



Specification
Professional

LCD display
Curvature

Sync Technology
Refresh Rate

Resolution
Response Time

Connectivity
Other features

LCD display
Curvature

Sync Technology
Refresh Rate

Resolution
Response Time

Connectivity

Tilt / Swivel / Rotation
Height Adjust (mm)

Other features

LCD display
Curvature

Resolution
Colour Coverage*

Connectivity

Audio In / Out
USB

Speaker
Tilt / Swivel / Rotation

Height Adjust (mm)
Other features

24" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
Free Sync
144Hz
1920x1080 Full HD
1ms
HDMI 1.4 / DisplayPort 1.2 / DVI
85% NTSC colour coverage, 
3-sided frameless bezel, Low 
Input Lag

32" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
Free Sync
144Hz
2560x1440 WQHD
3ms
HDMI 2.0 x 2 / 
DisplayPort 1.4 x 1
15° ~ -5° / 90° / 0°
Yes
99% sRGB, 84% AdobeRGB and 82% NTSC 
colour coverage, HDR10 support, VESA 
Mountable

38" SuperClear® IPS / 21:9
2300R
3840x1600 WQHD+
99.52% sRGB, 75.67% Adobe RGB, 
76.12% NTSC, 100% SMPTE,98.04% EBU, 
99.52% REC709, 79.22% DCI-P3
HDMI 2.0 x 2 / DisplayPort 1.4 HDR ready x 1 / 
USB Type C x 1"
1 in / 1 out
USB3.1(2 up 1 type C, 1 type B, 3 down)
5W x 2 Box
21° ~ -1° / 120° / 0°
Yes
Sonic Mode, HDR10 support, VESA Mountable

VP3881

VX2458-C-mhd

XG3240C

Gaming

Gaming

Gaming

LCD display
Curvature

Sync Technology
Refresh Rate

Resolution
Response Time

Connectivity
Other features

27" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
Free Sync
144Hz
1920x1080 Full HD
5ms
VGA / HDMI 1.4 / HDMI 2.0
88% NTSC colour coverage, 3-sided frameless 
bezel

VX2758-C-mh Entertainment Entertainment

LCD display

Curvature
Resolution

Connectivity

Speaker
Other features

LCD display
Curvature

Resolution
Connectivity

Speaker
Other features

LCD display
Curvature

Sync Technology
Refresh Rate

Resolution
Response Time

Connectivity

Other features

35" SuperClear® VA / 
21:9
2500R
2560x1080 Wide Full HD 
HDMI 1.4 / DisplayPort 1.2 / 
DVI
N/A
DDC/2B, DDC/CI, HDCP, Security 
Slot, 12 OSD Languages

32" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
2560x1440 WQHD
HDMI 1.4 x 2 / DisplayPort 1.2 x 1 / Mini 
DisplayPort 1.2 x 1
2W x 2
75Hz, 3-sided frameless bezel, 
VESA Mountable

32" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
Free Sync
144Hz
2560x1440 WQHD
5ms
HDMI 2.0 x 2 / 
DisplayPort 1.2 x 2
85% NTSC colour coverage, 
3-sided frameless bezel

VX3515-C-hdVX3217-2KC-mhd

VX3258-2KC-mhd Gaming Entertainment

LCD display
Curvature

Resolution
Connectivity

Speaker
Other features

32" SuperClear® VA / 16:9
1800R
1920x1080 Full HD
VGA / HDMI 1.4 / DVI
3W x 2
88% NTSC colour coverage, 75Hz, 
3-sided frameless bezel,

VX3216-scmh



Website:
LinkedIn:
Facebook:

www.viewsonic.com
www.linkedin.com/company/viewsonicapac
www.facebook.com/ViewSonicGlobal

Lifespan and power consumption may vary based on actual usage and other factors. Specifications and availability are subject to change without written notice. 
Corporate names and trademarks are the property of their respective companies. E&EO. All Images are for illustrative purpose only. Offers and programs may 
vary by country. Please contact your local ViewSonic office for more information.Copyright © 2018. ViewSonic International Corporation. All rights reserved.
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